
Quote organizers...

...we expect to obtain a multi-faced

recollection of the rich historical

development of Italian-Russian and

Italian-Dubna collaborations as well

as indications and perspectives for

future developments and last but

not least interesting news from

ongoing research projects...



JINR�INFN: 40 years

Oldest JINR�INFN collaboration:

since 1968, over 40 years

DUBNA � TORINO

A study of pion interactions with

light nuclei



Beginning

Prof. Yu.Scherbakov (JINR) and
Prof. G.Piragino (INFN, Torino)

TOFRADUB (1968)

Common interest:
Investigation of pion interactions with light
nuclei using Dubna and Frascati beams

Experimental device: self-shunted
streamer chamber



JINR�INFN: joint experiments

Being the oldest JINR�INFN
collaboration we have had, during
the past 40 odd years, the time, will
and possibility to actively participate
in a number of experiments, the list
of which follows, although I shall
speak of the experiments based on
the self-shunted streamer chamber
technique.



JINR�INFN: list of joint experiments

TOFRADUB (π±He, streamer chamber,
Dubna, Frascati, 1970-ies)

PS179 (p̄-nucleus, streamer chamber,
CERN, 1980-ies)

PS201 (OBELIX, Exotic meson
spectroscopy, CERN, 1980-ies

DISTO (Spin and strangeness
production, Saclay, 1990-ies)

NA58 (COMPASS, Hadron spectroscopy,
spin physics, CERN, under way)



Streamer chamber � properties

Streamer chamber �lled with gas at

low pressure (∼1 atm) �

low-density target:

ρ4He=0.17 mg/cm3,

R4He, 5MeV=20.cm

triggerable track detector;

controllable memory time:

τ ∼1 µs , Iπ ≤ 10
6 s−1.



Self-shunted streamer chamber: track formation



Electron tracks in: à � Íå;

b � Íå+10−4α-pinene



Elastic scattering: 1970-ies

Elastic and inelastic scattering of π±-mesons on 3,4He in the
energy interval (68÷208) MeV



PS179, CERN, LEAR, p̄4He, p̄3He, p̄20Ne: 1980-ies



CERN, LEAR, p̄4He, p̄3He, p̄20Ne: 1980-ies



CERN, LEAR, p̄4He, p̄3He, p̄20Ne: 1980-ies



CERN, LEAR, p̄4He, p̄3He, p̄20Ne

PS179: π+ → µ+νµ, φπµ=(163.0±1.0)o , Tπ+=1.98±0.02MeV

mν <
√
−11.1 + 1.282 · 12.5MeV = 2.2MeV at a

90% con�dence level.



p̄3He, p̄4, p̄20Ne annihilation cross sections at ∼ 50 MeV/c

(1.33 MeV)

σp4He = 1342± 250mb;

σp3He = 1850± 700mb;

σp20Ne = 2210± 1105mb.

No data at energies below 100 MeV existed
for antiprotons. The cross section for 3He
exceeding the value for 4He points to the
importance of nuclear structure.



PAINUC � Authors

TOFRADUB �> DUBTO �> PAINUC

Leader: N.A.Russakovich

N. Angelov1, S. Baginyan1, F. Balestra2, Yu. Batusov1,
P. Batyuk1, I. Belolaptikov1, A. Bianconi4, T. Blokhintseva1,
A. Bonyushkina1, M. Chiosso2, A. Dem'yanov1, V. Drozdov1,
V. Frolov1, R. Garfagnini2, I. Gnesi2,6, A. Grasso2,
V. Grebenyuk1, V. Ivanov1, A. Kirilov1, V. Kovalenko1,
E. Lodi Rizzini4, V. Lyashenko1, A. Maggiora2,
A. Moiseenko1, V. Panyushkin1, D. Panzieri3,
B. Parsamyan2, G. Piragino2,6, G. Pontecorvo1,2,6,
A. Rozhdestvensky1, N. Russakovich1, M. Schepkin5.
I. Smirnova1, L. Venturelli4, G. F. Zosi2.



PAINUC � Institutions

PAINUC: institutions

1 Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR), Dubna, Russia
2 Dipartimento di Fisica Generale �A. Avogadro� Universit�a
di Torino, INFN Sezione di Torino I-10125 Torino, Italy

3 Universit�a del Piemonte Orientale and INFN, Gruppo
collegato di Alessandria, Alessandria, Italy

4 Universit�a di Brescia and INFN, Gruppo collegato di
Brescia, Brescia, Italy

5 Institute of theoretical and experimental physics,
(ITEP), Moscow, Russia

6 Centro Studi e Ricerche "Enrico Fermi Roma, Italy



Experimental hall of LNP phasotron



Scheme of streamer chamber



30000 events of π±4He interaction

DUBTO: 2-prong events (with π−)
1. π− + 4He → π− + 4He

2. → π− + 4He + γ

3. → π− + 3He + n



Spectrum of γ-quanta:
E0=14.4±1.6MeV; Prompt γs ?



angle(nHe3), M(pi-n)

π−+4He→ π−+3He + n;
→ ∆−+3He; ∆− → π−+ n; (1160 ÌýÂ)

θn3He, Mn3He.vs.Mnπ, Mnπ.vs.θn3He, Mnπ



3-prong events � knockout, breakup, absorption



3-prong events � absorption, complete kinematics

Distribution of angle between the 2 fastest
secondary protons in absorption
π+4He→pppn. MC histogram takes into
account experimental measurement errors.
All charged secondaries are measured!.



Absorption, angle slow�fast

Distribution of angles between slow and the
2 fast protons in absorption π+4He→pppn.



DUBTO, Distribution of cos(α23)
π−pT (r), π−ppnn (b), ∆0T→ π−ppnn (g),
∆0T→ π−pT (y), π−Dpn→ π−ppnn (p)

π−4He→ π−p3H or π−4He→ π−ppnn.
Reaction proceeds via intermediate state!



Thus, latest results...

Thus, the latest PAINUC results include

the �rst observation in π−4He scattering
of single γ-quanta;
the �rst observation of the ∆−-resonance
in π−4He interactions at energies well
below the pion production threshold;
revelation of three-prong π−4He reactions
proceeding via an intermediate state.

It is to be mentioned, also, that the
JINR-INFN collaboration has seriously
contributed to COMPASS having obtained
good new results, for instance, in a study of
the pion polarizability.



Conclusion

The JINR�INFN 40-year-long

collaboration has proved very

positive and fruitful, both from

scienti�c and human points of view.

We are very grateful for the support
rendered by the Turin University, the
Fermi Center and, last, but not
least, the Italian Ministry of foreign
a�airs.


